DEBT CLOCK: 2:46 P.M. GMT, Apr 12, 2010; Nat'l Debt $12,804,555,918,283; $41,431 Per Citizen; $116,580 Per Tax-Payer
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"Many of us honored our Christian Faith this
month by celebrating the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, while Congress adjourned to celebrate the
resurrection of Marxism in the United States."
~The Federal Observer, April 4, 2010
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& ObamaCare

The Georgia Guidestones were
christened on March 22, 1980.
The first commandment on the
stones was a pledge to keep
the world’s population under
500,000,000.
3-22 is also the sacred number
of Skull and Bones, the secret
society from Yale that produces
“leaders” of the United States and
the world. When George W. Bush
was asked what 322 signified, he
replied that it was a secret. Bones
member Sen. John Kerry (D-MA)
who ran against Bush for president in 2004, also refused to reply.
So as Sunday, March 21 ticked
slowly by, watchers of the Healthcare debate on C-Span wondered,
are they purposely putting this
vote off until the clock hits March
22 Greenwich Mean Time – the
“time” used by the Illuminati? Is
this thing being orchestrated so
that it falls on 3-22, the holy day
of some crazy secret society, one
that corresponds with a secret
organization that successfully
transferred itself across the Atlantic from Germany in the early
1800s – a secret society for whom
March, named after Mars, the Roman god of war, has some special
meaning?
If so, then that would mean the
“Health Care Plan” is something
far more sinister.
(See related stories p. 8-9.)
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Obama may bypass Congress with massive CO2 Tax
by Fred Dardick

Obama’s promise to open up vast stretches
of ocean on the East Coast, Alaska, and Gulf of
Mexico to energy exploration is simply a ruse to
soften up the public for soon to be announced
draconian regulations.
Abandoning all loyalty to the democratic
processes this nation holds dear, President
Obama has made the decision that getting
energy tax legislation through Congress with
the approval of the American people is just
too much of a pain to bother with. Instead he
will have the EPA declare later this month that
CO2 is a dangerous global warming gas and
will start regulating its emissions immediately
- but only in the United States and Europe, not
Mexico, or China.
Similar to how Obama used the $50 million
dollar study on healthcare companies compet-

ing across state lines to sell ObamaCare as
a bipartisan bill, his recent decree allowing
energy companies to explore (not drill, not
produce energy from … just explore) new
stretches of ocean for oil is also meant to be
a trivial, yet an impressive enough sounding
carrot for conservatives right before he stuffs
his Marxist trash down their throats.
House Minority Leader John Boehner responded to Obama by saying “At the same time
the White House makes today’s announcement,
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
is plotting a new massive job-killer that the
American people can’t afford.”
Every American who doesn’t live in a technology adverse commune in California will
now pay even more of their hard earned cash
to the federal government for absolutely no
good reason.
Put simply, it means $8 for a gallon of gas

and 2-3 times higher electricity bills. It also
means the loss of millions more sorely needed
jobs as businesses are hit with higher operating costs and the transfer of whatever remains
of our manufacturing sector to China where
energy is cheaper and they aren’t so concerned
about CO2. In the first week alone, American
businesses estimated that ObamaCare will cost
them $14 billion. By most estimates this latest
Obama nightmare will be far more expensive
and will literally destroy the economy in less
than 20 years.
All because of climate science that has been
clearly exposed as inaccurate and untrustworthy. Obama may or may not be a communist
plant sent to destroy America, but he sure is
acting like one.
Source: www.canadafreepress.com April
3, 2010

Have you noticed the “white stuff” on the bark
of trees? It looks a lot like chalk or paint, and
has been showing up on tree trunks over the last
couple of years, climbing higher with the passage
of time. Are the trees attempting to eliminate
compounds that are building up in them? What
are these deposits? The “Tube Sock” effect on
trees ... what is it?
"Tube sock” is the term used to describe the
bark turning white from the ground up about 2
or 3 feet. When you look up into the tree, you may
see the leaves looking scorched and brown well
before winter, dead branches and sparse interior
growth. Black fungus is another report. What is
causing this? Rumors circulate about the usual
“beetles” or undefined “fungus”.
In the case of the "tube socks," as the white
material builds up, the bark of the trees will come
off in big chunks in your hand. The white stuff
also shows on the roots. One researcher noticed
that the white is most apparent on trees that are
watered or irrigated, and not present on trees that
take in only groundwater, although others say they
see it in forests as well.
California redwoods at the State Capitol park in Sacramento are ringed with white
(See story page 14)
“tube socks” What is this material and why is there more of it on the trees each year?

Former Senator and CPS whistleblower clearly victim of foul play

Nancy Schaefer was blowin'
whistles. A former Georgia senator
and outspoken family rights
activist, Schaefer was engaged
in action against the criminal
cabal running Child Protective
Services. She was in the final
stages of making a documentary
exposing the sheer insanity of
a for-profit child adoption and
foster family system that "named
names" when On March 25,
2010 she and her husband were
found dead in their Georgia home. Immediately the press
reported it as a murder-suicide without so much as a shred of
evidence and rumors began surfacing that her husband Bruce
was emotionally unstable and under immense stress resulting
from some undisclosed illness. It is now being reported that a
looming $629,000 foreclosure was the catalyzing force that
drove a spiritually centered Christian patriot to murder his wife
and take his own life.
Nancy was the President of the Georgia Eagle Forum (www.
eagleforumofga.org). She founded the website as a "call
to action" for Christian patriots to "stand firm and initiate
reform regardless of the cost" and to "provide the avenue for
conservative, pro-life and pro-family citizens/volunteers to

actively become involved in the process of self-government
and public policy." The site was "dedicated to our Founding
Fathers and to those true Christians/Patriots who are committing
their unwavering service to stand in the gap against the forces
of evil that are bent toward turning our once Christian nation
from the true and living God of liberty and freedom to the god
of a humanistic worldview; that of socialism, materialism, and
bondage."
In an article posted on Infowars.com Garland Favorito writes
"Like so many people, I have known former Sen. Nancy
Schaefer for 15 years and spoken to several people who know
her better than I do. They believe that the 'murder-sucide' theory
is highly unlikely for any one of the following reasons:
1. It is totally against Nancy Schaefer’s consistently strong
commitment to the sanctity of life principles that she has
fought so valiantly to uphold;
2. Nancy and her husband, Bruce, have five children and
more than a dozen grandchildren who they would not
choose to leave behind so abruptly;
3. Bruce’s problem with cancer was corrected and under
control so there was no reason to end his life as one
senator tried to imply;
4. Nancy or Bruce would not likely agree to commit such
an act that violates the fundamental principles of their
Christian faith;
5. Bruce was retired and the couple did not appear to be in

An I.O. Flashback: Jan. 22, 2009

"Millions of people believe the new presidency will bring change. Their belief is
backed by hope and a desire for change that is not confused by facts or evidence.
Conversely, some of us are certain that Obama is treasonously unqualified to be
president, his 'plan' is a mountain of nation-destroying socialist nonsense and his
cabinet is an organized cast of criminal characters. Rather than discuss our concerns
or counter our arguments with logic and reason, delirious Obama supporters, still
high on hope, are content to smile and say, 'Just wait-you'll see.' It's true, all of us
are going to see, but some of us are going to be very disappointed." ~ Don Harkins

any type of dire financial crisis that would lead them to
commit such acts;
6. Bruce and Nancy knew that her sister who had
Alzheimer’s disease needed her to help take care of her;
7. Friends who knew the couple best state that Bruce would
simply not have the capability to kill his wife;
8. Nancy was dedicated, as a national leader, to help needy
people overcome abuse within Child Protective Services
organizations;
9. Nancy was actively exposing corruption within the
Department of Family & Child Services (DFCS)
including actions by the DFCS director in the county
where she lived.
10. Nancy knew that she was needed in the fight against
child sex slave trafficking in Atlanta which has one of
the highest activity rates in the country;
11. Bruce was highly supportive of Nancy’s work for
decades and would have little or no reason to suddenly
try to kill her at such a critical juncture in her career."
Nancy's legacy is one of dedication to children and families
who were victimized by the very government agencies that were
supposed to be helping them. Her startling report as a Georgia
state senator can be found at FightCPS.com.
Watch closely as the main stream media sweeps this story
under the rug and labels anyone not inline with investigators
as "right wing conspiracy nuts."

"Who is Barack Obama? Contrary to the rumors you have
heard, I was not born in a manger. I was actually born on
Krypton and sent here by my father Jor-El to save the Planet
Earth. Many of you know that I got my name, Barack, from my
father. What you may not know is Barack is actually Swahili
for 'That One.' And I got my middle name from somebody
who obviously didn't think I'd ever run for president. If I had
to name my greatest strength, I guess it would be my humility.
Greatest weakness, it's possible that I'm a little too awesome."
~ Obama speaking at Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation
Dinner, October 17, 2008

